SELLING SOMETHING
AT YOUR SECONDARY SCHOOL
Want to raise money for ShelterBox but short of ideas? We’re here to help.
We’ve pulled together a selection of possibilities for stalls and sales
to help you get started.
Cake sale

Jumble sale

Estimate £50 - £100
Everyone loves a sweet treat! Ask budding
bakers to make cakes and biscuits, then sell
them in the canteen or playground at break
time or after lunch.

Estimate £50 - £250
Get the kids to bring in belongings they
no longer want or need. Organise a sale
with tables in the hall and encourage
parents to come along. This is a great way
to raise funds and help clear out clutter.

T-Shirts
Estimate £60 - £200
Either hold a competition to design
a T-shirt that can be printed and then sold,
or invite children to draw on previously
bought T-shirts with fabric pens and sell
the results to their parents. Either way it’s
a great afternoon of activity and almost
guaranteed funds.

Car wash

Charity Disco

Estimate £50 - £150
Offer an hour of gardening, cleaning,
babysitting or fixing in return for donations.
Gather together pledges from students,
parents and staff to carry out small tasks
and advertise them to the school and
local community.

Estimate £75 - £200
Turn the hall into a pop-up night club,
charge entry and get the students to pay
for song requests. Set up a DJ, add some
refreshments and fancy lights, make sure
you have volunteers for the clean-up and
you’re good to go.

Estimate £50 – £75
Set up a car wash in your schoolyard after
school or at the weekend. Make up rotas
for students and have parents bring along
their cars and make a donation to have
them cleaned.
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There are some legal factors you need to be aware of around selling things. The legal
sheet in your fundraising pack will help, but do get in touch if you have any questions.
It’s also worth having a look at our How to Sell document for more handy hints and tips.
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